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WEIGHTED NONLINEAR POTENTIAL THEORY
DAVID R. ADAMS
Abstract. The potential theoretic idea of the " thinness of a set at a given point" is
extended to the weighted nonlinear potential theoretic setting—the weights representing in general singularities/degeneracies—and
conditions on these weights are
given that guarantee when two such notions are equivalent at the given point. When
applied to questions of boundary regularity for solutions to (degenerate) elliptic
second-order partial differential equations in bounded domains, this result relates
the boundary Wiener criterion for one operator to that of another, and in the linear
case gives conditions for boundary regular points to be the same for various
operators. The methods also yield two weight norm inequalities for Riesz potentials
(/('«•/)'«"**)
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1 < p < q < oo, which at least in the first-order case (a = 1) have found some use
in a number of places in analysis.

1. Introduction. In recent years a number of papers have appeared pointing out the
connection between the theory of weights a la Muckenhoupt-Wheeden-FeffermanCoifman et al. and the pointwise behavior of solutions to certain elliptic second
order partial differential equations in bounded domains of Euclidean yV-space. In
particular, and especially of interest to us in this paper, is the question of the
boundary regularity of such solutions to Dirichlet problems for certain degenerate
divergence form hnear and nonlinear operators as well as for linear nondivergence
uniformly elliptic operators. See [16, 34, 9]. The condition that must be met at the
boundary is, of course, some analogue of the Wiener criteria. These criteria can be
expressed as a Dini type integral involving a capacity set function built out of the
differential operator. In the simplest case, these capacities can be viewed as a slight
modification of the Newtonian capacity (associated with the Laplace operator) using
the structure coefficients of the differential operator. In the nondivergence linear
equation case, these capacities may well involve the use of the Green's function for
the differential operator on some fixed ball. However, in any case the idea is to study
these capacities and their corresponding Wiener criteria in order to obtain useful
sufficient conditions that will imply when two differential operators have the same
boundary regular points.
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First of all, this concept of boundary regularity is replaced by the equivalent
potential theoretic idea of thinness—in that we concentrate on potentials of measures both in the linear as well as the nonlinear cases. Consequently, this necessitates
the introduction of nonhnear potentials based on these degenerate operators. In the
nondegenerate case, this theory is due to [26, 25, 7, 21, and 20]. Roughly speaking,
the idea is that a boundary point is regular for a domain and a given differential
operator, if the complement of that domain is not thin at the point for a specific
weight function (which, as before, comes from the differential operator). See §8 for
the definitions and especially Examples 8.5(e) and (f). These examples illustrate, at
least in the linear case ( p = 2), what this paper sets out to achieve. In this regard,
our results are Theorem 8.2 and Corollary 8.3.
As a by-product of this investigation, we get, by the same techniques, certain
imbedding theorems for Riesz potentials on weighted L^-spaces. Results of this type
have received considerable attention lately. See e.g. [34, 18, 16, 13]. The interesting
thing is that our technique basically returns to the methods established in the early
1970s for treating the one-side weight case as opposed to the now "two-weight" case.
The key to this new-found vigor is the work of T. Wolff [20]. Our result is Theorem
7.1 (and Corollary 7.7), for q > p. In Theorem 7.3, we also give a version of a result
of C. Fefferman [17] when a = p. Our result also extends work of [12 and 13].
Although our results rest on the basic estimates of T. Wolff, the principal
technique that makes the results of this paper valid is the knowledge of the weighted
capacity of a ball in TV-space. See §6. Another result that might be of some
independent interest is the capacitary strong-type inequality obtained in §5. It too
relies in a significant way on the estimates originally due to T. Wolff.
§2. Preliminaries about weights are discussed.
§3. Energy and nonhnear potentials are introduced on the "weighted spaces." It is
here that the analogue of Wolffs inequality is discussed.
§4. Weighted Riesz capacity is defined and several alternative formulations are
given; see especially (4.9) which is apparently not known even in the classical (or
p = 2, a = 1) case.
§5. The weighted capacitary strong-type inequality is derived as a consequence of
Wolffs inequality and the boundedness principle in nonlinear potential theory.
§6. Weighted Riesz capacity of a ball in A-space is calculated.
§7. The two-weight imbeddings for Riesz potentials are derived.
§8. Weighted thinness and its dependence on the weight are discussed. Examples
illustrate the relationship to second-order elliptic partial differential equations.

2. Preliminaries.
2.1. Weights. For all of what follows in this subsection, the reader is referred to the
standard references on weights; see esp. [28, 29, 14, 23]. A nonnegative Lebesgue
measurable function w(x) on R^ is an Ap weight (or simply w e Ap) if

(2.1)

supi/

wdx

/

w-l/p~ldx\

< oo
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where the supremum is taken over all coordinate cubes Q in R^. w is an Ax weight if

(2.2)

sup

f wdx\( inf w(x))

< oo

and an Ax weight if
(2.3)

sup j

wdx

exp j

logw_1dx

< oo.

Here f Qwdx denotes the usual integral average of w over Q. It is well known that
Ax can also be characterized by Ax = \Jp < x Ap or by w G Ax iff there are positive
constants c, and 8¡, i = 1,2, such that for any coordinate cube Q and any

measurable subset E c Q,

{2A)

J\E1\\HE1^1\E
'
loi/ W(Q) l loi

Here w(E) = jEwdx and \E\ — fE dx, with, as usual, dx denoting Lebesgue measure on R^. Since the constants in (2.4) are independent of the sets, it is clear that
8f Ss 1 and S2 < 1.
A weight w is said to be a doubling weight if there is a constant c0 such that for
all coordinate cubes Q, w(Q*) < c0 • w(Q) where Q* is the cube with the same
center as Q but with twice the edge length—the double of Q. It is well known that
Ax weights are doubling weights.
Most of the weights considered in this paper will be either Ap weights or weights
satisfying
(2.5)

w-W-1

<zAx.

Note that if w g Ap then (2.5) holds.
For later considerations, we now introduce a local dimension number associated
with a weight w satisfying (2.5). For fixed p, set dw(x) = void where the infimum is
over all d satisfying

sup rA f
0<r<l

\B(x,r)

w'1^-1]

< oo.
I

Here B(x, r) denotes the ball {y: \x - y\< r) in R^. Note that (2.4) implies
dw(x) < N(8f - l)(p

- 1) for all x. Of course dw(x) = 0 a.e. x. For w(x) = \x\ß~N,

ß < Np, dw(0) = N-ß.
2.2. Potentials and capacity. The Riesz potential of order a, 0 < a < N, of a Borel
measure p on R^ is Ia*p(x) = j \x - y\a~Ndp(y). The fractional maximal function of order a of p is Map(x)

= supr>0ra~Np(B(x,r)).

Recall that M0p is the

classical Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of p. If dp = wdx, we simply write
Ia*w and Maw, respectively. Similarly, we shall denote the class of all pth power
summable functions on R^ with respect to the measure jn, by Lp(p), and its norm by
II ' Hz.'ifO-^nd when dp = wdx, we use the letter w in place of p. Recall that M0
and the various Caldéron-Zygmund singular integrals are bounded operators on
Lp(w) when w g A , 1 < p < oo.
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The weighted Riesz capacity to be studied extensively in this paper, under the
assumption (2.5) on the weight, can be defined by

(2.6)

RwajE) = inil^f f(x)pw(x) dx: f>0&Ia*f>

for an arbitrary

1 on ¿J

set E. In §4, we will give alternate formulations

of Rwap; see esp.

(4.9) which even in the unweighted case is new. For the unweighted case, see esp. [26,

25].
2.3. Finally, we shall denote the support of a measure p by supp/i, and say that
two positive quantities A and B are comparable (written A ~ B) if the ratio A/B is
bounded above and below by positive finite constants independent of the variables
of A and B under study. And the letter c will denote a generic constant,
independent of said (or implied) variables: A - B iff c'R < A < cB.
3. Energy and nonlinear potentials. Let w be a weight satisfying (2.5) and p a Borel
measure on R^, then the (a, p)-energy of p with weight w is defined to be

(3.1)

K,PM=jN

[Ia*p(x)]p'w(x)-^dx,

P' = P/P ~ 1- Note that if we write (Ia*p)p
change the order of integration in (3.1), we get

(3-2)

= (Ia*p)1/p~l

■Ia*p

and inter-

¿«,P;M = f U£p.¡w(x)dp(x)

where
UlP,w(x) = Ia*{w-1 ■Ia*pf/p-\x)
is the so-called weighted "nonhnear potential" of the measure p, with weight w.
When w = 1, these nonhnear potentials have been studied extensively by several
authors during the last decade; see esp. [25, 26, 7, 21, 3, 20]. In fact, the pointwise
behavior of these unweighted nonlinear potentials has added to our understanding
of the local properties of Sobolev functions and solutions to certain elliptic (nonlinear) differential equations, at least for those values of p > 2 — a/N. Notice that the

classical case a = 1, p = 2, N = 3 falls into this range; in fact, U£2.f(x) is just a
constant multiple of the Newtonian potential I2 * p(x). The reason for this limitation in the values of p is that these unweighted nonhnear potentials are identically
infinite when the measure p is a Dirac measure and p < 2 — a/N. This difficulty
illustrates one of the problems that was encountered when a nonhnear potential
theory was being developed in analogy to the classical (p = 2) or Hubert space
theory. A way around this difficulty is to instead deal directly with the energy itself
rather than to try to estimate U, and then to eventually replace it by some simpler
equivalent expression. This we do below in Theorem 3.2. This approach is due to T.

Wolff [20]. Wolffs argument was simplified first by J. L. Lewis and then later by P.
Nilsson. The present argument uses the earher work of Muckenhoupt-Wheeden [30],
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but in fact is close to the spirit of Lewis' proof. The result we need is
Proposition

3.1. Ifw g AK, 1 < p < oo, and 0 < a < N, then there is a constant

c depending only on a, p and the Ax constant such that

j (Ia*p)pwdx

(3.3)

< cj

(Map)pwdx.

Theorem 3.2. If w satisfies (2.5), then

(3-4)

*a.P-M)~fWlp;¿x)dM

where

(3.5)

W^w(x)= r Wp-Np(B(x,t))]1/p-X[f
Jo

Udo

w-V'-A%.
/

This result is essentially the key to much of the rest of this paper. Notice that
W£ f is finite except at the point of concentration of a Dirac measure p when
1 < p < N/a. And, in fact, U£ x and W£p.x are comparable when p > 2 - a/N;
see [3]. However, we now are bypassing the need for the i/-potentials!
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Applying Proposition 3.1 to the energy together with the
simple inequality

i/p'
Map(x)^cif[t"-^(B(x,t))}p^
for some constant c depending only on a, p and N, we get

(3.6)

*.„M<cJ

Ç [t"-Np(B(x,t))]p^w(x)-l/p-1dx.

Splitting off a factor of p(B(x, t)) in the above integral and changing the order of
integration

gives

/ p(B(x,t))pw(xyl/p-ldx < / p(B(y,2t))1/p-llf
J

J

w^p~A dp(y).

\JB(y,t)

I

Inserting this into (3.6) yields the desired upper bound on the energy. For the lower
bound, we estimate U£p. w from below and use (3.2). It always exceeds

(n - a)r'-"If
•'O

\

\x-y\<r

«m-1"-1f

[J\x-z\<r

i>-*r"<«*)

which exceeds
;/"06r(«-w>'/i(iï(jc,r))1/J'"1i
J0

/
\B(x.r)

w-Vp-Ar»
I

Hence

(3.7)
for all x.

U»p-Jx) > cW£p.Jx)

—.
r
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4. Weighted Riesz capacity. In this section, we investigate the weighted Riesz
capacity RZ,P(-) defined by (2.6). To get at the various properties of these capacities
needed in subsequent sections, we rewrite them in two ways, both times taking full
advantage of the general theory of capacities corresponding to L^-potentials as given
by N. G. Meyers in [26]. Our objective is Theorem 4.1 below, a useful technical
result that enables us to estimatee the weighted Riesz capacity of a set by getting
upper and lower bounds for the W-potentials of measures concentrated on that set.
It is from this result that sharp bounds for the weighted Riesz capacity of a ball are
obtained in §6. We begin with a short review of some of the main results from [26]
slightly modified. The reader should have no trouble making the necessary alterations in the proofs given in [26].
Let k(x, y) be a nonnegative, measurable function on R^ X RM. If p and v are
Borel measures on R^ and RM respectively, then we set k(x, p) = / k(x, y)dp(y),
and similarly for k(v, y) and k(v,p). For v fixed, we also assume that for all / > 0,
k(x,fv)
is lower semicontinuous as a function of x. Here fv is the measure
f(y)dv(y).
A function k with these properties will be referred to as a "kernel."
Note that if k is lower semicontinuous on RN X RM in addition to being nonnegative, then it is a kernel.
If E is an arbitrary subset of R^, then its L ''-capacity with respect to the kernel k

is defined as

(4.1) Ck.w.,(E)= iníí[ff(y)pdv(y):

f>0&k(x,fv)

> 1, Vx G sj.

From the min-max theorem, it follows that for E compact

(4.2) Ck,v,p(E)X/p= supjllHlx:P^^+(E)

& / k(p, y)p'dv(y) < lj,

where J(+(E) denotes those Borel measures supported on E and \\p\\x is the total
variation of p. Furthermore, for compact E, there exists a Borel measure pE
supported on E such that
(4.3)

(4.4)

\\pE\\f = Ck,v,p(E)

U^(x)

(4.5)

= / k(pE, y)p'dv(y),

= k(x,k(pE,-)1/p-1v)>l

U^(x)

< 1,

toCjir;,-ie.x6£)

Vx g supp/i£.

The function (V1 defined in (4.4) is the nonlinear potential of the measure p
associated with the kernel k. For particular choices of k, the associated nonlinear
potentials will correspond to the U-, W-potentials, respectively, of §2.
From (4.3)-(4.5), one can easily deduce for compact E

(4.6)

Ck.r.p(E) = sup{||/»||i: ft tz-J(+(E)

& Î/" < lonsuppjtt}.

Indeed, one writes

f k(p,y)p'dv(y)=j

U»(x)dp(x)
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and

p(E) </ U^dp<\\k(p,Olk'-ooll^ME,
OIlKo
- ii ii1^' il
\\1/p
<IImIIi
IimeIIi
•

Finally, we should note that Ck.v.p(-) is a monotone, countably subadditive outer
set function (a capacity) on subsets of R^, and that all analytic sets are capacitible in
the sense of Choquet.
Our first version of Rwa in the Meyers format is obtained by simply setting
dvf(y) = w(y)dy and kx(x,y) = \x - y\"~Nw(y)~l in (4.1). Then for any £ c R*

(4-7)

Rlp(E)

= Ck.y¡.jE),

and it is easy to see that the nonlinear potentials associated with the kernel kx are

just Ulp.w(x) of §3. Also due to (4.5) and (3.7),
(4.8)

W#.w{x) < c,

V* g supp/x£

for some extremal measure associated with kx.
Next, we find a comparable form for Rw using (3.4). Let x(y) be the characteristic function of the open unit ball centered at the origin in R^, and set
k2{x,(y,t))

= x{(*-y)/t)ta-N,

for t > 0, and zero otherwise. Here x, y g R^ and now M = N + 1 in (4.1). Also for
the measure v in (4.1), take dv2(y,t) = w(y)"1/p~1 dydt/t, for r > 0, and zero
otherwise. The claim now is that

(4-9)

KJE)

~ Cki,Vi,p(E),

for all sets E. To see this, note that the nonlinear potentials associated to the kernel
k2 are comparable to W£ (x) of §3, hence by (3.2) and (3.4) we have for any p

(4.10)

H^du,■)lU'V.)~ IIMf*.OlllTir,),

which gives the claim because of (4.2). Also from (4.4) and (4.5), we get not only

(4.8), but
(4.11)

W#.w(x) >l/c>0

for Rwap-a.e. x G E, for some extremal measure pE associated with k2.
The following is a weighted analogue of Proposition 11 in [20]. The proof is a
straightforward adaption of their proof.
Proposition

(4.12)

4.1. If w satisfies (2.5), then for any p g ^+,

RZ,P{[wtp..w
>\])<

with c depending only on a, p, N, w.

(c/X'-1)IImHi,
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Putting together (4.8), (4.11), (4.6) and (4.12) gives
Theorem

4.2. Suppose E is a compact set in RN, p a Borel measure supported on E,

and w a weight satisfying (2.5).

(i) If Wlp,w(x) < 1, V* G E, then Rlp(E) > Cf\\p\\y,
(Ü) '/ W£p,w(x) > 1, Vx G E, then Rlp(E)

< c2\\p\\x.

Here c, and c2 depend only on a, p, N and w.
Finally, we remark on the necessity of condition (2.5). If wc denotes w truncated
below by e > 0 (so we > e), and then in definition (2.6) we set f(y) = A ■
we(y)~l/p~lon
B(x,r), and zero otherwise, with A = (2r)N-a[wyl/p~l(B(x,
r))]~\

it follows that
i-p

(4.14)

Rwap(B(x,r))^crN-api

f

w~x/p~x

In particular, if R™ is nontrivial, then w~1/p~l must be locally integrable on RN. A
similar argument gives that |logw| must be locally integrable also. Condition (4.14)
is refined in §6. Note, however, that if
w*(x)

=\x\N(P~1\logl/\x\)P+e-1

for |x| < j and constant and continuous otherwise, then w* does not satisfy (2.5) if
e > 0, though its weighted Riesz capacity is nontrivial. This last claim follows from
the work of E. Sawyer [32] and will be commented on again in §7 (Remark 7.2(b)).

5. Weighted capacitary strong-type inequality.
Theorem 5.1. If w satisfies (2.5), then there is a constant c depending only on a, p.
N and the Ax constant such that

(5.1)

/

Rlp([la*f>t])dtp<icjf(x)pw(x)dx,

for atif > 0.
Estimate (5.1) is the capacitary strong-type inequality (CSI) corresponding to the
weighted capacity R„ When the weight w = 1, the proof of (5.1) has an extended
history originating with V. G. Maz'ya in 1964. The best result of this type at present
is due to K. Hansson [19] with a simplified proof by Maz'ya [24]. For a full
discussion of these results, see [4] and Maz'ya's book [24]. The result of Hansson
relies on the boundedness principle for nonlinear potentials associated with a
convolution kernel: k(x, y) = j(\x - y\) where j(t) is generally assumed only to be
nonincreasing in t > 0. The principle roughly states that if the nonlinear potentials
are bounded

on the support of the measure, then they are bounded

in all space.

Unfortunately, there is no boundedness principle for the nonlinear potentials
associated with the kernel ky in fact, these potentials can be finite on the support
but infinite off the support—at a singularity of w. However, the good news is that
the (^-potentials, i.e. those associated with the kernel k2, do satisfy this basic
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principle. This is easy to see for if x € suppjtt, and if x' denotes a point of suppju
that minimizes the distance from x to suppju, then \x' - z\ < 2\x - z\ for all
z g suppju. Hence W»(x) < cW'i(x').

Proof of Theorem 5.1. (This proof is a modified version of Maz'ya's proof of
Hansson's Theorem.) Let J be the integral on the left side of (5.1). We may assume
that J is finite, for if not, we merely approximate / by a sequence of bounded
functions and the set [Ia * f > r] by a sequence of compact subsets and pass to the
limit in the standard way using the limit theorems from [26]. With p, the measure of
(4.3)-(4.5) for a compact subset of N, = [kf(-,fvf) > t] associated with the kernel

kv we have by (4.7)

J * PC I k¿x'fv¿ dpt{x)t"-2dt
< pWíWl'm
•L}/p'
where

L = f\f

' kf(pny)t"-2dt

>(y)dy.

To conclude the proof, we simply show L < cJ, for some constant c depending only
on the allowable parameters.
Case 1. p >2. Letting XS(E) = fsx tp~2pt(E) dt, we have by (3.6)

(5.2)

L = f{la*X0(y)}pw(yyl/p-ldy
<ej

Ç

[r"-NX0(B(y,r))\p'^w(y)-l/p-ldy.

But
X0(B(y,r))p'=p'r

Xs(B(y,s))»'-lps(B(y,r))sp-2ds

and thus L < cL\~p'L%'~1, where

Li = / Í
J

Jn
jç,

Jt\
/o

Jn
•'o

f0''("~A')'M,(*(J'. r)) P's"-lds £dr w(y)-l/p-ldy

Jn
-»o

rr

and

L2 = /
J

f

r

r(a-^ps(B(y,

r))P'Xs(B(y, r)) ds % w(y)~^-xdy.
r

We estimate L, by splitting off a factor of ps(B(y, /•)) and changing the order of
integration as we did in the proof of Theorem 3.1. This leads to

Lf < c/o°° SP-lj

W£p.Jx)

dps(x) ds^c-J

by (4.8) and the boundedness principle for the W-potentials. The same idea produces

L2^cj

j

t»-2]

W£p.Jx)dp,(xydtds

< c J.
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Case 2.1 < p < 2. From (5.2), we write

X^(B(y,r))p'

=p'T

X'(B(y,r))p,-lps(B(y,r))sp-2ds

where

\°(E) = ftr-2pt(E)dt.
Thus
L^c

s'-2\\\'(B(-,-))fL,-naj)ds

•'ft

where
dos(y,r)

-i/p-i

= r^-N^ps(B(y,r))w(y)

dy

dr

Note that
/W*1'
IM*(-,-))IL>-v,)<

p-i
ct,p;w

-

da s
^f

h

ii^"1

Hence L < c • J in this case as well.

6. Weighted Riesz capacity of a ball.
Theorem 6.1. (i) If w satisfies (2.5), then there is a constant cx depending only on a,
p, N and the Ax constant such that

(6.1)

RZ„(B(x,r))

< c,

/oo

t(ap-N)/(p-l)

.

1f

W -1/77-1

.

dt

n-P

B(x.l)

(ii) //w g ^4 , i/ien Rwap(B(x, r)) is comparable to the right side of (6.1).

When w = 1 and ap < A, estimate (6.1) reduces to the well-known estimate for
the unweighted Riesz capacity of a ball; see [26]. Obviously, in order for (6.1) to be
of any interest, we must assume that the integral in (6.1) is finite. If this is not the
case for some r > 0 and some x, then it is easy to see that actually Rwap must be
trivial. Alternate ways to proceed would be to either modify w at infinity or to
simply restrict attention to balls contained in a large fixed ball. It is the latter
approach that was taken in [16] where, for A2 weights, they derived part (ii) of our
theorem using Green's function and the maximum principle for solutions of certain
degenerate elliptic equations.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. In Theorem 4.2, we take dp = Aw(z) dz restricted to the
ball B(x, r), A a constant. Then splitting the range of integration in the integral
defining W£ (y), for y g B(x, r), into that over the intervals (0,2r) and (2r, oo),
we get for part (i) the lower estimate

(6.2)

A1^-1w(B(x,r))1/p"ir

/(«/-w>A*-D. f
2r

w ■i/p-i.*

Btx.t/l)

Choosing A so that (6.2) is one, part (i) then follows by Theorem 4.2 and the
doubling property of AM weights. To see (ii), we estimate the integral over (2r, oo)
from above in a similar fashion to (6.2), whereas the integral over (0,2r) is bounded
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above by
,i/p-i/

(6.3)

f'M
"'o

/ *)'"(/
w-V,-x)f
U(',f)
/
U(v,0
/ '

which does not exceed crap', which in turn does not exceed a quantity like (6.2).
Hence the desired result again follows by Theorem 4.2.
Corollary
6.2. If w satisfies (2.5), then there are constants cx and c2 depending
only on a, p, N and the Ax constant such that
i-p

(6.4)

Rlp(B(x,r))^CfrN-ap[

f

w-1^'1)

\B(x,r)

(6.5)

I

^c2r-apw(B(x,r)).

Recall that (6.4) was obtained in (4.14) by a much less refined method.
Corollary

6.3. (i) // w satisfies (2.5), then there is a constant c independent of a

and r such that for 0 < a < 1,

(6.6) IT

tCp-N)Ap-i). f

\ r

w-i/p-i¿L\P

B(x.t)

.Rlp(B(x,ar))^coN-ap-d,

l I

for any d > dw(x);
(ii) when w G A , (6.6) becomes

(6.7)

Rlp(B(x,or))

< c ■aN~«pdRlp(B(x,r)),

with the same qualifications as in (i).

Example 6.4. Let w(x) = \x\ß~N, then w satisfies (2.5) when ß < Np and A
when 0 < ß < Np. dw(0) = N - ß and
((logl/r)1-',

ap = ß,
ap<ß^

RWa,P(B(0,r))~Lß-apt

11,

ap>ß,

for 0 < r < \. Notice that (6.7) occurs at x = 0 only when ap < N — dw(0).

Remarks 6.5. (a) If w g Ap, then from Theorem 6.1 one has

R-lP(B(x,r))
Ra,p(B(x,, :'r))

\B(x,r)

I

as r -> 0, for a.e. x. Hence (6.5) can be reversed locally at least for a.e. x.

(b) Notice that if

(6.8)

f* t(*P-N)AP-D.f
0

B(x,t)

w-i/p-\.Ê.
l
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is finite, then Ia * f is continuous at x when w g A . In fact, (6.8) finite is
equivalent to Rwa,p({x}) > 0 and the estimate

\la*f(X + h)~ /„•/(*)!<

CRlp({x})-1/P

-||/(. + h) ~f(-)\\Lriw)

holds.
7. Two-weight strong-type estimates for Riesz potentials.
Theorem 7.1. Let l<p<q<oo,w
on RN. Then the following are equivalent
(i) there is a constant c, such that
(7.1)

satisfy (2.5), and p a regular Borel measure

p(B(x,r))^CfJx(r)-q/p'

for all x g R^ and all r > 0, where
jx(r) = r

t(«p-N)AP-D.

j

„-1/P-1.È..

B(x.t)

'

(ii) there is a constant c2 such that

(1.2)

p(B(x,r))<c2R:jB(x,r))i/p

for all x g R" and all r > 0;
(iii) there is a constant c3 such that

(7.3)

p(K) < c3Rlp(Ky/p

for all compact sets K c R^;
(iv) there is a constant c4 such that

(V.4)

IIWIIL^CJ/H^iw)

for all measurable f > 0.

Proof. The fact that (7.4) implies (7.3) implies (7.2) is trivial. Furthermore, it is
clear that (6.1) yields that (7.2) implies (7.1) under assumption (2.5). Hence it
remains to show that (7.1) implies (7.4). To this end, we obain the corresponding
weak-type estimate and invoke the CSI (5.1). If we set Ex = [Ia*/>
X] and let px
be p restricted to Ex (which we may assume to be compact), then we have

(7.5)

Xp(Ex)^ff-Ia*pxdx
I r

■

<ll/lk'oo(/ (W)''»-'»-'dx)

\X/P'

.

The last integral in the above expression is, of course, the energy of //, Sa p.w(px),
and is estimated by (3.4). That integral is then broken up in the usual way, part over
the interval (0, a) and the rest over (o, oo), with o to be specified. Each of these
integrals is now estimated as follows:

(7.6)

f ••• ^-cY^fjx(ty/PdJx(t)
= c{jx(o)l-q/p-Jx(^-q/P),
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and

(7-7)

P

...

<p(Ex)l/p-1-Jx(o).

Now if Jx(0yq/p < p(Ex)l/p~1,
then we choose o = o(x,X) so that Jx(o) =
p(Ex)-p'/i,
and if Jx(Q)~q/p > p(Ex)1/p~1, then we set a = 0. In the first case, we

have from (7.5)-(7.7) and (3.4),
Xp(Ex) < c\\f\\Lp(w) ■p(Ex)l~1/q,
which is the desired result. In the second case, (7.5) becomes
,1/77'

Xp(Ex) < c\\f\\L,(Jp(Ex)l/p'1

■j Jx(0) dp\x)

<4f\\m4p(Exf/p-i-p^Yp'
which again is the desired result.
Remarks 7.2. (a) In [32], E. Sawyer observes that once w satisfies (2.5), then (7.4)
is equivalent to
(7.8)

/

[la*pQ(x)\P'w(x)-l/p-ldx^cp(Q)p/q'<ao

holding for all cubes Q in R^, 1 < p < q < oo. Here pQ denotes ¡u restricted to the
cube Q. It should be noted, however, that although (7.1) is somewhat simpler than
(7.8), (7.8) remains equivalent to (7.4) when q = p, whereas (7.1) is not. For the
unweighted case and condition (7.1), see [1 and 2].
(b) Actually, the main result of [32] is that (7.8) is equivalent to a (Lq(p), Lp(w))
weak-type estimate analogous to the (Lq(p), Lp(w)) strong-type estimate (7.4) in
Theorem 7.1, for arbitrary w > 0. And furthermore, the example w* at the end of §4
satisfies (7.8) for e < (p - T)/(q - 1) and
dp(x)=\xfa-N)-N(logl/\x\)1/q~ldx
for |jc| < \ and zero otherwise, whereas (7.4) fails with f(x)

- w*(x)~1/p~1

in

1*1
<I
(c) From [18], one has that if w g Ap and dp(x) = v(x)dx,

with v a doubling

weight, and for all cubes Q

(7-9)

v(Q)1/"\Q\a/N<cw(Q)1/p,

then (7.4) holds. Note that (7.9) is a consequence of (7.2) and (6.5), though our p in
(7.4) need not be a doubling measure.
(d) Finally, we remark that it is possible to obtain limiting results (as would be
expected as a -» oo) in the spirit of N. Trudinger [35] by adapting the methods of [3]
to the present setup. In fact, if w satisfies (2.5) and if
*(/)

= sup f1 Jx(tl/ds)sd/p~1
Jr\

—
S
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where the supremum is taken over all x g suppju., then p(B(x, t)) < ctd, for all x

and all t > 0, and some fixed d > 0, implies

(7.10)

I *(Ia*f)dp<[

JB

*-l(cXp')d$(X)

J0

for all f>0
with support contained in a fixed
independent of /, if ||/||ii(M,) < 1. Also ^ * is the
any nondecreasing
function with 0(0) = 0. For
(logl/tyy,
as t -> 0, then (7.10) implies that there

ball B. Here c is a constant
essential inverse of ^ and $ is
example, if t~apw(B(x, t)) <
are constants c and ß indepen-

dent of / such that

(7.11)

f exp[ß(Ia*fy]dp^c,

JB

with q = p/(p — 1 + y) and ||/||z.p(w) < 1. The case y = 0, p = Lebesgue A-measure is the result of Trudinger, whereas if y = 0 with p as above, see [3].
When q = p, (7.3) and (7.4) are still equivalent due to CSI for weights satisfying
(2.5). And as we have pointed out, (7.1) is now no longer equivalent to (7.4). A
condition depending only on balls or cubes equivalent to (7.4) is, of course, E.
Sawyer's condition (7.8). However, recently another sufficient condition for (7.4) was
discovered by C. Fefferman [17] while investigating the Schrödinger operators.
Extensions of his result have also been given in [12, 6, and 13]. We present here a
two-weight version of the result in [6].
Theorem 7.3. If w g Ap, 1 < p < oo, then there is a constant c depending only on
a, p, N, s and the A constant of w such that

(7.12)

j (Ia*f)pvdx

^cj

fp ■Ns-wdx

for allf > 0. Here v > 0 and
l/.v

(7.13)

Ns(x)= sup\Qr/Nlf
Q3x

\ Q

w) ]f
I

\ Q

v(yYdy

s > 1, and Q a coordinate cube.

The proof of this result relies on the methods of obtaining estimates for fractional
maximal functions due to E. Sawyer [31]. In particular, we need

Lemma 7.4. If M£p(x) = supQ3x\Q\ß/N• w(Q)1 ■p(Q) with w G Ap, Kp

<

oo, then
(7.14)

j {Mlj)Pdp

< c/ /'

■Ma> • wdx

for allf > 0. Here c is a constant depending on a, p, N and the Ap constant ofw.

This lemma follows as in [4, p. 22f], where Sawyer's approach is slightly modified
yielding (7.14) for weight w = 1. The idea is to use the covering lemma of Carleson
[11]; see also [22]. We give here an outline of the argument.
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H ÄKf>

t] dtp < cY,2kpp[2k
< M¿/< 2k+l]

7n

,<xp/N

<cE2*',i(ßi)<clM(ßi)|ß*r"l/ /
k,j

k.j

\q1

where {Qk} is a cover of a sufficiently large bounded portion Gk of [2k < M\f <
2/: + 1] consisting of coordinate cubes Q centered at x for which

\Mif(x)^\Qr-iiQf,
x g GL. Thus

(7.15)

f f-(M:pp)l/pdx w{Qk).

/ (Mlf)Pdp < c£

Qj
If the ô*'s were disjoint, then the lemma would be immediate from Holder's
inequality. They are not disjoint however, but Sawyer has shown that they can be
chosen so that they satisfy the Carleson condition

I

"(ß*)<c.w(ßi)

for all pairs (s, i); see [31]. Thus from [22], the right side of (7.15) is bounded by the
right side of (7.14) which gives the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 7.3.

(7.16)
/ (Ia*f)pvdx

</

(la*f)p[My]1/adx

< cf (M1j)p[My\1/adx

< cff»M:p([My]1/a)wdx.

The second inequality in (7.16) follows from Proposition 3.1 since by [15], [Mlva]1/a
is an Af weight and hence an Ax weight, for any a > 1. The third inequality of
(7.16) is just Lemma 7.4. Thus it remains to show that
M:P([My]1/a)

< c ■ns

for 1 < a < s. This is easy: split v = v1 + v2, vx = v restricted to B(x, 2r), then

f

[M0h>lY/ady
< c[

JB(x,r)

vsdy

JB(x,2r)

and for y G B(x, r)
f
\B(y.t)

va2dz\
I

by (2.4) since now r < t.

<c

/
\B(x,2t)

vsdz\

^cNs(x)-r~ap
I

f
B(x,2r)
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Two-weight first-order strong-type for weights not satisfying (2.5). A form of
weighted capacity more closely associated with second-order quasi-linear elliptic
partial differential equations is, for E compact,

C;(E) = inif \v<t>(x)\"w(x)dx
where the infimum is over all <#>
G C™(RN) for which <j>> 1 on E. Here v<i>denotes
the usual gradient vector of </>;see [16 and 34]. Since the estimate \<¡>(x)\<
c ■If * |V<i>|(x) is elementary, it follows that

(7.17)

Rlp(E) < c ■C;(E)

holds for all weights and all compact sets. However, the reverse of (7.17) generally
only holds for Ap weights. Thus when w"1^"1 G L1,^, R^p = 0 (see (4.14)), but
Cp( •) may well be nontrivial. This last fact may be deduced, for example, using the
results of [18], in particular, they show

Proposition

7.6. If 1 < p < q < oo, w(x) = \x\pß, v(x) = \x\qy, then

(7.18)

||*||l«(0)<c||v*||z.'(W)

for all 4>G C^R^)—with support disjointfrom the origin when v £ L1,^—iff 1/q +

y/N = 1/p + (ß-

1)/N * 0 and 1/p - 1/q < 1/A.

In fact, it follows from this that for w(x) = \xf~N, 1 < p < ß, Cpw(B(0,r)) rB~p, for all r > 0. However, what is more interesting is that Proposition 7.6, and
various extensions of it, can be deduced directly from Theorem 7.1 by a transformation of coordinates.
Corollary
7.7. Let y = f(x) be a diffeomorphism of RN onto itself and w a weight
for which w g Ap, w(y) = w°f~\y)-\f~1'(y)\1~p/N
with \f~u(y)\ the absolute
value of the Jacobian for the inverse x = f~x(y). Suppose further that for all balls B

(7.19)

/

v(x)dx^c'-C;(f-\B)y/p

for 1 < p < q < oo and some constant c' independent of B, then (7.18) holds for some
constant c independent of § g C^R*').

The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 7.1, due to the fact that now

**,(•)-

C/(.)

and Cp*(B)= C;(f-\B))

and fB v ° f-\y)

■|/" r(v)| dy =

v(f~\B)).
For Proposition 7.6 in the case yq + N > 0, apply the corollary to f(x) = x\x\",
a > max{ -1, (ßp + N - Np)/p(N - 1)}, and notice that f~l(B) is comparable
to a ball B'. In fact, for small balls centered away from the origin, it is necessary to
have 1/p - 1/q < 1/A, while for large balls or balls centered at the origin, the
other restriction on the exponents comes into play. And finally, Proposition 7.6 for
yq + N < 0 follows by inverting the result just established via Tx = x ■\x\~2.
Remark 7.8. From (7.8) with p < q and a = 1 one can deduce via (7.3) and
(7.17) that (7.18) holds for all <i>G C^R") when v g Lx1oc—see
[5, Theorem 2]—but
that (7.4) may fail with a = 1 as pointed out in Remark 7.2(b).
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8. Weighted thinness. Let (w, v) be a pair of weights satisfying (2.5). A subset
E c RN will be termed (a, p)-thin at x with respect to the pair (w, v) if

(8.1)

(1[fp-NRlp(EnB(x,t))}1/p-1[

/

0

o-V>-i)^

\B(x,t)

dt

I

whenever

(8.2)

fl t(ap-N)Ap-i)( f
J0

v

l-=

+00.

\B(x,t)
B(x,t)

The main purpose of this section is to formulate conditions on the pairs (w, v) and
(w, v) such that (a, p)-thinness at x with respect to the first pair coincides with
(a, p)-thinness at x with respect to the second pair. Note that when both weights w
and v are identically one, then (8.1) reduces to the unweighted (a, />)-thinness of the
literature—see esp. [27, 20, 7]—and when a = 1, p = 2, this unweighted thinness
coincides with the classical notion due to Brelot [10]. Also, when a = 1, p = 2, and
w = v, (8.1) and (8.2) agree with the notion of thinness (irregularity) introduced in
[16] for boundary regularity of solutions to degenerate elliptic second-order divergence-form partial differential equations. The present definition is motivated by the
above results as well as those of Stredulinsky [34] and Bauman [9]. Our main
observation is Theorem 8.2. We first need some preliminaries.

Lemma 8.1. Let w and w satisfy (2.5). For k g Z+ and 0 < p < 1, set
Ak(x,P)=

{y: pk+1^\x-y\<pk]

and
A*(x,p)

= {y: pk+J *i\x -y\<

pk~1}

for some fixed j E Z+, j > 1. Then there exists a p0 G (0,1], independent of k and the

set E such that

(8.3)

w
sup —

Rlp(EnAk(x,p))^2p

,f w

Rl,p(EnAk(x,p))

for all p g (0, p0] and all k G Z+, provided
(8.4)
ap<N-dw(x).
Proof.

Let / be the capacitary extremal function for Rwap(E n Ak(x, p)), and set

fk(y)=lf(y),

Pk+J<\x-y\<pk~l

, 0,
otherwise.
We will pick p0 so that Ia * fk(z) > \ for all z G E C\ Ak(x, p). First write

Ia*fk(z)>l-f

\y-x\<pk+J

••■-/

= 1-If-I2.

If < Cp(k+1*a-N) f

f(y)w(y)1/p

■w(y)~l/pdy

J\y-x\<pk+'

I

<cp«

+ lX-V\\f\\LH*v\(

\ 1/P'

w(y)-l/p~ldyi
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And with (2.4) and (6.4), we get
/, < cpa-N+NJs/»'.

Thus we choose j > (N - a)p'/N8

so that /, < | for all p *i p0.

I

\ l/p'

h<c[

ki\z-yrN)Pw(y)-l/p-ldy\

.||/|L,W

\J\y-x\>pk-1

<cfr
\

J

t ("p-Wp-V ■ /
P* '

iv-1/T.-i.*]

B(x.t)

" .Rlp(B(x,pk))1/p

* !

which, according to (6.6), does not exceed cp{N~ap~d)/p. Thus we again restrict p0 so
that I2 < \ for all p < pQ.The lemma now easily follows from

Rlp(E n Ak(x, p)) < 2'/ fk(y)pw(y) dy

^2pisup ^)-ff(y)pw(y)dy.
\ A\*

I

The condition we impose on the pairs of weights is the following one: there is a
constant c independent of k such that for each fixed p g (0,1),
ío c\

(8.5)

sup
Ak(x.p)

— < c ■ inf

w

.

3

v

W

Ak(x,p)

V

for all k g Z+. It might be of interest to notice that when v = w, v = w, (8.5) is an
equivalence relation between w and w.

Theorem 8.2. If the pairs (w,v) and (w,v) satisfy (2.5), (8.2) and (8.5), then
(a, p)-thinness at x with respect to (w, v) coincides with (a, p)-thinness
respect to (w, v), when

at x with

ap < N - max(dw(x),dv(x),dñ(x),ds(x)).

Corollary

8.3. If the weight w satisfies (2.5), (8.2) and

(8.6)

sup

w < c inf

Ak(x.p)

Ak(x,p)

w

for all k G Z+, c independent of k, then (a, p)-thinness at x with respect to (w, w)
coincides with unweighted (a, p)-thinness at x, when ap < N — max(dw(x), 0).

Proof of Theorem 8.2. From Lemma 8.1 the idea is clear: write the integral in
(8.1) in terms of rings and apply (8.3) and (8.5). For this we need
Lemma 8.4. There is a constant c > 0 such that

(8-7)

t[Rlp{EnB(x,pk))pk^p-^]1/p-1*=°

f

I7-V7.-1

B(x,pk)
00

^I[lî;,f(£n4(x,p))p1'^«]1/rl.
*=0

1 < p < oo, ap < N - dv(x), for all p < p0.

.

/
B(x,pk)

v-v>-\
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Proof. Since
(8.8)

RW(E n B(pk)y/P

+ cpRw(E n *(p*+1)) y/p-i

< cpRw(E n Aky/p^

with c = 1 for p > 2, we form the sum on the left side of (8.7) using (8.8). The
result then follows upon invoking property (2.4) for the weight v~x/p~x and
changing the summation index in the last sum. The result is that the last sum then
contains a factor of p raised to a power larger than (A - ap — dv(x))/(p
- 1).
Hence one need only restrict p ^ p0 for some small p0.
Thus to complete the proof of Theorem 8.2, we observe that the integral in (8.1)
for the pair (w, v) does not exceed a constant multiple of the left side of (8.7), and
the right side of (8.7), together with (2.4) and (8.3), does not exceed a multiple of

(8.9)

Y,[R9(EnAk)Pk^-^]l/p-1-

/

k

v

1/7.-1

. Eb

B(pk)

where
-l/p-i

£, =

sup

min inf -

w 1/p-I

with m an integer from the set {k - 1,..., k - 1 + j}. Now choose Am to be that
ring of A*kwhere the supremum of w/w is assumed. Thus by (8.5), Ek is bounded
independently of k, and one half of the theorem is established. For the other half,
merely interchange the roles of (w, v) and (w, v).

Example 8.5. (a) If w(x) = \x\ß~N, 0 < ß < Np, then it is easy to check Corollary
8.3 to see that the two notions of weighted and unweighted (a, p)-thinness at the
origin coincide when ap < min( A, ß), and differ when ß < ap < A.
If ß ^ Np, then w no longer satisfies (2.5). In this case we must modify our
definition of thinness slightly. We use the capacities Cp of §7, and say that the set E
is p-thin at x with respect to the weight w—now at least LlXo(.—if
loc

tpc;(EnB(x,t))

(8.10)

1/p -1

w(B(x,t))

j1
7n

dt

— < oo

whenever

i/p-i
=

(8.11)

/'7(i

+00.

w(B(x,t))

Notice that (8.10) and (8.11) agree with (8.1) and (8.2) when v = w g Ap. Also
p-thinness

with respect to weight w agrees with the corresponding

notions of

irregularity in [16, 34, and 9].
Returning to our example, we see that if f(x) = x\x\a, a > -1, and, as before,
w(y) = w° f~l(y) • \fl'(y)\l~p/N,
then it is always possible to choose a so that
both h>g Ap and 0^(0) < 0 happen when ß ^ Np. And (8.10) is comparable to

tpc;(f(E)nB(o,t))
(8.12)

/'

w(B(0,t))

1/p-I

dt
t
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which in turn is comparable to the transformed unweighted version of (8.12) (with w

for ß = N) when p < N - a(N - p)/(l + a) i.e. p < N. Thus weighted and
unweighted p-thinness at the origin for the weight w(x) = \x\ß~N, ß > 0, are the
same provided p < min(ß, A).
(b)If A= 3, w(x, y,z) = (x2+y2)s/2,

and E=

{(0,0, z): 0 < z < \}, then E

is not (1,2)-thin when -1 < 8 < 0, but is (1,2)-thin when 5 = 0.
(c) If A = 3, w(x, y, z) as in (b), and E = {(p, z): p < z2 < ¿}, then E is
(1,2)-thin for 0 < 8 < 1, but "not (1,2)-thin when 8 = 0.
(d) If A = 3, w(x, y, z) = \z\s, and £ is a Cantor set in the (x, y)-plane

of

Hausdorff dimension 1 + e, 0 < e < 5 < 1, then Rf2(E) = 0, but RU(E) > 0.
Thus not only are weighted and unweighted thin points different in general, they are
not even the same up to a set of capacity zero.
The remaining two examples concern the boundary regularity for the Dirichlet
problem for certain second-order elliptic partial differential equations.
(e) Consider the equation

(8.13)

Ati + a(|jc|)(x/l*|2)

■V« = 0

in a bounded domain ficR"
with the origin on the boundary of ß. Here a(t) is a
bounded measurable function on 0 < / < oo. It has been known for some time now
that if a(|jc|) • \x\~l g L^ on R^, then the origin is a regular point for (8.13) iff it is
a regular point for the Laplace equation Au = 0 in ß; see [33]. Recently in [16], we
learned to rewrite (8.13) as
(8.14)

-r—(w(x)ux

) = 0

where w(x) = exp - /^ a(t)dt/t,

(summationconvention)

when \x\ < R, and one otherwise. Here R =

diamß. Also from [16], we know that the origin is a regular point for (8.14) in ß iff
ßc = the complement of ß is not 2-thin at 0 with respect to the weight w(x). But if
—a0 < a(t) < ax, a0, ax > 0, then Corollary 8.3 and the techniques of Corollary 7.7
imply that the origin is a regular point for (8.14) in ß iff it is a regular point for
Laplace's equation in ß, when a0 < A - 2. Thus, in particular, this will always be
the case if A > 2 and lim,_ 0a(t) = 0 by suitably localizing the Dirichlet problem.
(f) Finally, we consider the equation
(8.15)

aij(x)uxx=0

(summation

convention)

again in fi with 0 G 3ñ, where au(x) = 8tJ + /?(|tc|).x,.x,/|x|2, and ß(t) =
-a(t)/(N
- 1 + a(t)), a(t) as in (e). From [9], we have that the origin is irregular
for (8.15) in ß iff ßc is 2-thin at 0 with the weight g(x0, x), the Green's function for
(8.15) in a large fixed ball containing ß with pole at x0 <£ß. Furthermore, Bauman
shows that in this case
/„ -,s\

I*1

t1

dt

fX 2-77

l"1

I \ds

dt
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Thus upon integrating by parts twice,

n SCXE n R(0.Q) dt , n
•/0

w(2?(0,/))

'

.

^o

2V

"

,i

A .A

^

J

*

since
Lemma 8.6. For any doubling weight w,

r I
tp
\1//"1 dt i-p
I \W(B(0,t))j
t

C;(B(0,r))^c

for some constant c independent of r; 1 < p < oo.

Thus 2-thinness of ßc at 0 with respect to the weight g(x0, x) is equivalent to
2-thinness of ßc at 0 with weight exp —j\\\ a(s)ds/s. Consequently, the origin is a

regular point for (8.13) iff it is regular for (8.15), and when a0 < A - 2, iff it is
regular for Laplace's equation.
Proof of Lemma 8.6. Set

Í r [j---X/p~lè.

11

{*(')>

\x\<r,

where co(r) = w(B(0, t)). Then if we set /(/) = tp'u(t)~p\

\v<t>(x)\w(x)dx^J

we have

f(p)du(p)*íc-<¡>(r)

since w is a doubling weight. Upon normalizing, the result follows.
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